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       WATER  SOLUBLE  CUTTING   
   OIL   COOLANT 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
INTRODUCTION, 

 
FASCOOL 40   

 
It forms a milky emulsion with water and contains rust inhibitor  to impart 

anti-rust, anti-corrosion properties and a biocide to prevent bacterial growth 
in the emulsion. It has superior cooling and lubricating properties which  

impart excellent surface finish and minimizes tool wear  
 

USAGE 
 

Fascool 40 his is normally used in concentration of 5 %  and for grinding 
more dilute emulsions are recommended. For stable emulsion, oil should 

always be added to water and not vice versa, with continuous stirring. 
FASCOOL 40 meets BIS  1115  1986  ( Reaffirmed  1991 ) specification and is 

recommended for a variety of cutting operations on ferrous and non ferrous 
metals  

 
BATH  MAKE  UP 
 

Add  5  litres of Fascool  40 to 95  lires of demin  water ie. (1 : 20 ) or soft 
water with hardness 100 ppm  max  and low chlorides 50 ppm max. 

Ensure that Fascool  40 is added to water ( not vice versa ) with 
continuous stirring keeping the circulation pump  running 
 

OPERATING  DATA 
 
EMULSION  STRENGTH    5 – 10 % 

 
pH       8.5 – 10.0  

 
TEMP   C     Room Temperature 
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BATH  MAINTENEANACE 
 

 
EMULSION  STRENGTH 
 

 
APPARATUS  & CHEMICALS REQUIRED 
 

 
1. 110 ml standard flask with 10 ml in the stem graduated with  

0.1 ml marks, 
 
2. Concentrated HCL 

 
3. Water Bath 

 
4. Measuring Cylinder  - 50 ml X 0.1 ml 
 

PROCEDURE  : 
 
1. Take 40 ml of Coolant bath in the Standard Flask and add  40 ml 

of Conc. Hcl. 
 

2.  Stir well and keep the Flask in the water bath for a minimum of 
30 mts. at 100 C ( till oil separation occurs). Cool to room 
temperature. 

 
3. Make  up the volume to 110 ml with distilled water and swirl, the 

Flask in hand till all the separated oil come to the top at 100 ml 

mark. Allow some time for the oil and muck, if any, case of used 
coolants, to separate at the top. 

 
4. Measure the volume of oil and muck layer. 
 

5. Calculate % oil and % muck if any. 
 

 
2. REPLENISHMENT 
 

Add  1 litre of Fascool  40  for every  100 L of bath to raise the strength 
by 1%.  Always premix the Fascool  40  liquid with water )  
10 to 20 %  before adding to the bath with constant stirring. The  

concentrate should not be added straight to the bath. 
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pH 

 
Check with the pH paper & ensure that the pH is Min 8.5  

(range  8.5- 10.0 )   
 
If the pH is low,  remove about 10 %  of the bath & replenish with fresh 

additions of Fascool  40,  until the pH  is 8.5  Min. 
 
BACTERIAL  DECOMPOSITION 

 
The Fascool  40 emulsion containing water is prone to develop fungus  / 

bacteria with consequent’ foul smell on continued usage 
 
Fascool  40  contains efficient biodegradable biocide, which does not 

cause any irritation to skin or any other discomfort to the operators. Yet, 
it is essential to take the following precautions. 

 
1. To maintain the pH at a  minimum of 8.5 
 

2. To check the emulsion strength every day & adjust the same to the 
working strength 

 

3. To remove any floating oil scum   &  prevent any contamination 
from leakage of oil into the emulsion bath 

 
4. If  however, the foul odour persists, TCF  representative may be 

called in to investigate 

 
CORROSION  / STAINING  PROBLEMS 
 

With water soluble oils,  there is a potential risk of rusting of the 
machine beds,  components, tools etc 

 
Corrosion occurs due to any  of the following factors 
 

1. Instability  & weak strength of the Emulsion – Check strength & 
adjust 

 
2. Water used may be excessively saline and may contain a high             

proportion of dissolved solids 

 
3. Atmospheric conditions such as exceptional humidity & pollution 

from the adjacent industrial process 
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To sum up, the Fascool 40 ‘s efficient performance, optimum usage / 
consumption, odourless and rust free operation depends upon three 

main factors viz. 
 
Emulsion Strength, pH Control and Good Housekeeping 

 
Technical  Data is attached. 
       

Fascool  40 is equivalent to : 
 

HPCL’ S           KOOLCUT  40 
 

CASTROLS      COOLEDGE  SL 
 

BPCL’ S           SHEROL  B 
 

 
FURTHER INFORMATION 

 
For further information on Special Oils, Coolants, Rust Preventives, 

Chemical Processes for Pretreatment of Metal Surfaces and Prevention of 
Corrosion, apply to the following: 

 
 

CORPORATE OFFICE       :    THIN – CHEMIE FORMULATIONS 
NO : 59, RAJU NAGAR 
IIND STREET, 

Chennai 600 097. 
 

Phone :  43835042  
 

Email  :  thinchem@yahoo.com 
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